How the crystal structure and phase segregation of Au–Fe alloy nanoparticles are ruled by the molar fraction and size†
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The application of an Au–Fe nanoalloy is determined by its internal phase structure. Our experimental and theoretical findings explain how the prevalence of either a core–shell or a disordered solid solution structure is ruled by the target composition and the particle diameter. Furthermore, we found metastable phases not predefined by the bulk phase diagram.

Au–Fe nanomaterials with a defined internal structure1 are beneficial for numerous possible applications,2 e.g. for electrocatalytic oxygen evolution3 or during MRI/optical dual imaging.4 Furthermore, the Au–Fe nano-system is highly interesting from a fundamental point of view due to extended miscibility gaps and deviating crystal structures of its constituents in the bulk (Au-face centered cubic (FCC) vs. Fe-body-centered cubic (BCC)).5 To date it is basically unknown to what extent the internal phase and crystal structure of Au–Fe nanoparticles (NPs) can be correlated with the particle size and composition, though significant differences in comparison with the bulk can be expected based on theoretical calculations.6 The as-defined solid solutions or segregated Au–Fe NPs are very tedious to produce using chemical co-precipitation and reversed micelle methods.6 Laser ablation in liquid (LAL)7 is a viable alternative, producing ligand free nanoparticles on a gram scale.8 To date some research in the area of laser-generated gold rich Au–Fe alloy NPs has been conducted aiming at control over optical and magnetic properties in correlation with the composition and the surrounding media. Metastable alloys with different mixing grades9 were synthesized, with clear dependency on the molar ratio10 and surrounding liquids.11 Even though the Au–Fe system has been subjected to a number of experimental investigations a deeper understand-

Fig. 1 EDX composition analysis for Au–Fe LAL generated NPs in acetone (disordered solid solution SS [left] and core–shell CS [right]).
Notably, for iron rich NPs (Fe > 35%), 2 fractions of NPs with number mean diameters > and <10 nm were detected (Fig. 2a and S2†). Bimodal size distributions were expected as previously shown, based on different ablation mechanisms. In contrast, from Au rich targets (Fe < 35%) monomodal particle size distributions with number mean diameters <10 nm were generated. In this context it should be noted that when discussing number mean diameters, derived from fitting particle size distributions with a log-normal function, the presence of low fractions of particles >10 nm cannot be excluded in these samples. The overall reduced abundance of larger particles in gold-rich alloy NPs may be explained by size quenching caused by specific solvent–surface interactions between gold-rich surfaces and acetone.

Based on this we deduced a clear particle diameter/Fe%–structure dependency. Our analysis revealed that all particles with number mean diameters <10 nm had a disordered solid solution structure, while the core–shell was only found for NPs >10 nm. This trend was quantified by determining the volume-weighted CS NPs yield (Fig. 2a). It may be concluded that phase segregation (CS-formation) is only observed for NPs with diameters >10 nm and Fe molar fractions >35%. Additionally, disordered SS forms independent of the target composition.

Thermodynamic calculations, described in more detail elsewhere by Chattopadhyay et al., were employed to predict how the most favored ultrastructure (SS or CS NPs) depends on the particle diameter (Fig. 2c). In this model surface free energies for CS and SS morphologies at the predefined diameter and composition are calculated, indicating the thermodynamically most stable structure by minimum Gibbs energy, confirmed by Wullff construction. Even though a slight dependency of the free energy on the composition was observed, the impact of the particle diameter was much more pronounced. The results clearly show that NPs with diameters <7 nm would be thermodynamically more stable as SS NPs independent of the Fe molar ratio. In the case of NPs with diameters >7 nm, phase segregation and hence the emergence of CS NPs should be preferred (Fig. 2c). These calculations confirm our experimental findings, showing CS structures only for mean particle diameters >10 nm (Fig. 2a). The correlation between the diameter and CS yield was further verified by investigation of two laser-generated colloids with deviating diameter distributions but identical target compositions (Au50Fe50) (Fig. 2b). The results are fully consistent with our expectations, the number of generated CS increases with increasing NP size. Even though the CS yield increased with increasing Fe molar fraction and

![Fig. 2](image-url) Factors determining the disordered solid solution versus the core–shell NP yield; (a) nanoparticle size-target composition dependency (disordered SS & CS NPs) for Au–Fe NPs generated via LAL in acetone. (b) Influence on the CS yield% based on the average size of Au–Fe NPs for both volume (vol%) and number ratio (Nr%). (c) Theoretical calculations are based on the Chattopadhyay model.
diameter, the disordered SS alloy NPs are always present independent of the target composition. This is surprising as in accordance with the Hume-Rothery rule, the miscibility of Au and Fe defines the system as mostly immiscible (bulk solubility at room temperature: 3% Au in Fe and 0.3% Au in Fe) because of the differences in the lattice parameters (AuFCC 4.076 Å; FeBCC 2.866 Å) and in the surface energies (Au 1.5 J m⁻²; Fe 2.4 J m⁻²). Based on this, the segregated phase (CS) should be the only thermodynamically stable phase. To examine this phenomenon in more detail, we determined the crystal structure of the generated Au–Fe NPs by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) including Rietveld refinement and the calculation of lattice parameters for FCC and BCC phases (Fig. 3 and Fig. S3†). The analysis revealed that for target compositions >65% a BCC iron phase was dominant in the NPs, which basically coincides with the occurrence of CS phase structures in transmission electron microscopy. In this context it should be noted that the lattice constants of this phase are slightly elevated compared to bulk Fe, which points at partial substitution of iron with Au within the particle’s core. In addition, a Au–Fe FCC structure is detectable over the whole composition range, which can be clearly attributed to the disordered SS NPs in gold rich samples. In iron rich samples, however, disordered SS NPs and gold rich shells cannot be differentiated based on XRD. This Au-FCC phase exhibits a reduction in lattice parameters from 4.1 to 3.95 Å while increasing the iron molar fraction up to 65%, which evidences alloy formation and substitutions by iron atoms in the FCC-Au lattice. As the substitutions are significantly higher than those predicted by the bulk phase diagram (Fig. 4), the formation of a metastable phase is verified. For iron contents >65%, the substitution by Fe within the FCC-Au lattice decreases due to competition between the BCC/FCC phase as predicted by Baricco. In general, the FCC Au–Fe phase exhibits the strongest negative deviations from Vegard’s law at a composition around 50:50. Similar observations were also made in Ag–Au nanoparticles produced by the same method. Finally, the mass fractions of FCC/BCC were calculated from the Rietveld refined peaks (Fig. 3). Here we can clearly observe that an increase in the BCC fraction also goes along with a more pronounced CS formation (compare Fig. 2a). These data show that next to the size restrictions, the NP crystal structure correlates with the phase segregation. However, one peculiarity was found for the Au₅₀Fe₅₀ as well as to a smaller extent for the Au₆₅Fe₃₅ composition. Here we clearly verified the formation of CS structures by TEM, while on the other hand no BCC-iron was found. These findings may indicate that CS structures may also form based on two FCC alloy structures (gold-rich Au–Fe shell around the iron-rich Fe–Au core) with distinguishable compositions. Here AuFe@AuFe is probably formed. The presence of up to three distinguishable FCC structures in XRD (FCC 1, FCC 2 and FCC 3 in Fig. 3) seems to point in this direction. In this context the iron-rich FCC (lower
lattice parameter, FCC 1 and FCC 2) could come from the core and the gold-rich FCC (higher lattice parameter, FCC 3) could originate from the shell. However, this phenomenon cannot be comprehensively explained based on these data.

As we could clearly verify that the LAL-generated iron-rich Au–Fe NPs are metastable structures with alloy cores and alloy shells, in this final paragraph we aim to elucidate their formation mechanism during LAL based on the bulk Au–Fe phase diagram (Fig. 4). At the first stage both Au and Fe are rapidly cooled down from the liquid state. Gold would stay longer in this state as its melting temperature is lower (Au 1064 °C; Fe 1538 °C). Therefore, at the liquidus line interface, solid Fe would be surrounded by liquid Au. In the case of Fe rich systems, e.g. Au20Fe80, Fe can crystallize as either BCC or FCC. Hence both structures will be present upon solidification of the entire phase and will shape the final structure, containing BCC iron rich cores with minimal Au substitution as well as gold rich FCC phases, either as isolated particles or as gold-rich alloy shells. Metastable states, in this case, are indicated by higher substitution of Fe in Au and Au in Fe in contrast to thermodynamically-favored phases at room temperature. On the other hand, for Au rich alloys, e.g. Au80Fe20, only FCC iron can form upon crystallization. As the phase transformation from FCC to BCC may be kinetically hindered due to the fast cooling inherent to the LAL process, and FCC formation may require a lower driving force of formation (as the matrix is also FCC), therefore only FCC Au–Fe alloy NPs emerge and no BCC iron is found.

In conclusion, the final internal phase structure (ultrastructure) of Au–Fe NPs generated by LAL in acetone is critically affected by the target composition and the particle diameter. The formation of CS is favored in iron-rich targets (Fe mol% >35), for particles >10 nm and results in BCC iron crystal structures. We could conclusively prove that LAL generates non-equilibrium alloy materials containing FeAu@AuFe core–shell structures where the core and shell are both alloys. This underlines the fundamental significance of this work in understanding the formation of disordered solid solution alloys and segregated nanostructures in the Au–Fe system, which may be initial steps towards a nanoscale-phase diagram with particle size as a third axis next to composition. Furthermore, this work may also give access to novel metastable Au–Fe alloy nanomaterials with potential future applicability in catalysis and biomedicine.
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